Abstract. Strategy annotations are used in several programming languages as replacement restrictions aimed at improving e ciency and/or reducing the risk of nontermination. Unfortunately, restrictions of rewriting can have a negative impact in the ability to compute normal forms. In this paper, we rst ascertain/clarify the conditions ensuring correctness and completeness (regarding normalization) of computing with strategy annotations. Then, we de ne a program transformation methodology for (correct and) complete evaluations which applies to OBJ-like languages.
: Nat LNat -> Nat strat (1 2 0)] . op first : Nat LNat -> LNat strat (1 2 0)] . vars X Y : Nat . var Z : LNat . eq sel(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = sel(X,Z) . eq sel(0,cons(X,Z)) = X . eq first(0,Z) = nil . eq first(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = cons(Y,first(X,Z)) . eq from(X) = cons(X,from(s(X))) . endo speci es an explicit strategy annotation for the list constructor cons which disables replacements on the second argument. In this way, we can ensure that computations with this program are terminating (see Example 3 below for a formal justi cation of this claim). Termination of rewriting under strategy annotations has been studied in a number of papers FGK01, Luc01a, Luc01b] . Unfortunately, using restrictions of rewriting may cause incompleteness, i.e., normal forms of input expressions could be unreachable by restricted computation. For instance, using the program of Example 1 we are not able to compute the list of integers between one and ve that corresponds to the evaluation of first(s(0),from(0)). As we show below, the evaluation of this expression stops yielding the term cons(0,first(0,from(s(0)))). On the other hand, from the user's point of view, this must be thought of as a kind of incorrect evaluation also, when normal forms are expected as the result of a computation.
We show that these problems can be solved by using a program transformation while we are still able to preserve termination of computations.
Preliminaries
Given a set A, P(A) denotes the set of all subsets of A. Let R A A be a binary relation on a set A. We denote the re exive closure of R by R = , its transitive closure by R + , and its re exive and transitive closure by R . An element a 2 A is an R-normal form, if there exists no b such that a R b; NF R is the set of R-normal forms. We say that b is an R-normal form of a (written aR ! b), if b is an R-normal form and a R b; in this case, we also say that a is R-normalizing. We say that R is normalizing if every a 2 A has an R-normal form, i.e., for all a 2 A, there is b 2 A such that aR ! b; otherwise, a is called R-reducible. In a normalizing relation, each element a 2 A has (at least) one normal form. In a con uent and normalizing relation, the normal form exists and is unique. We say that R is terminating i there is no in nite sequence a 1 R a 2 R a 3 .
Obviously, terminating relations are normalizing. Throughout the paper, X denotes a countable set of variables and F denotes a set of function symbols ff; g; : : :g, each having a xed arity given by a function ar : F ! N. We denote the set of terms built from F and X by T (F; X). A context C ] is a term from T (F f2g; X), where 2 is a new constant symbol. A term is said to be linear if it has no multiple occurrences of a single variable. Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. Positions p; q; : : : are represented by chains of positive natural numbers used to address subterms of t. By , we denote the empty chain. Given positions p; q, we denote its concatenation by p:q. If p is a position, and Q is a set of positions, p:Q is the set fp:q j q 2 Qg. By Pos(t) we denote the set of positions of a term t. Positions of non-variable symbols in t are denoted as Pos F (t) and Pos X (t) are the variable occurrences. The subterm at position p of t is denoted as tj p and t s] p is the term t with the subterm at position p replaced by s. The symbol labelling the root of t is denoted as root(t). A substitution is a mapping : X ! T (F; X) which homomorphically extends to a mapping : T (F; X) ! T (F; X).
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l; r), written l ! r, with l; r 2 T (F; X), l 6 2 X and Var(r) Var(l). The left-hand side (lhs) of the rule is l and the right-hand side (rhs) is r. A TRS is a pair R = (F; R) where R is a set of rewrite rules. L(R) denotes the set of lhs's of R. R is left-linear if L(R) is a set of linear terms. Given R = (F; R), we consider F as the disjoint union F = C ] D of symbols c 2 C, called constructors, and symbols f 2 D, called de ned functions, where D = ff j f(l) ! r 2 Rg and C = F ? D. Then, T (C; X) is the set of constructor terms. An instance (l) of a lhs l 2 L(R) is a redex. The set of redex positions in t is Pos R (t). A term t 2 T (F; X) rewrites to s (at position p), written t p ! R s (or just t ! s), if tj p = (l) and s = t (r)] p , for some l ! r 2 R, p 2 Pos(t) and substitution . A term is a normal form if it is a !-normal form. Let NF R be the set of normal forms of R. A term t is a head-normal form if it cannot be rewritten to a redex. A TRS is terminating if ! is terminating. for reduction. We also say that is more restrictive than (or equally restrictive to) 0 . Given a TRS R = (F; R), we write M R rather than M F . The set of -replacing positions Pos (t) of t 2 T (F; X) is: Pos (t) = f g, if t 2 X and Pos (t) = f g S i2 (root(t)) i:Pos (tj i ), 
E-strategies
A positive local strategy (or E-strategy) for a k-ary symbol f 2 F is a sequence '(f) of integers taken from f0; 1; : : :; kg which are given in parentheses (see Example 1). A mapping ' that associates a local strategy '(f) to every f 2 F is called an E-strategy map NO01]. Nagaya describes the operational semantics of term rewriting under E-strategy maps as follows Nag99]:
Let L be the set of all lists consisting of natural numbers. By L n , we denote the set of all lists of natural numbers not exceding n 2 N. We use the signature F L = ff L j f 2 F^L 2 L ar(f) g and labelled variables X L = fx nil j x 2 Xg. An E-strategy map ' for F is extended to a mapping from T (F; X) to T (F L ; X L ) as follows:
'(t) = x nil if t = x 2 X f '(f) ('(t 1 ); : : :; '(t k )) if t = f(t 1 ; : : :; t k )
The mapping erase : T (F L ; X L ) ! T (F; X) removes labellings from symbols in the obvious way. The binary relation ! ' on T (F L ; X L ) N + (i.e., pairs ht; pi of labelled terms t and positions p) is NO01,Nag99]: ht; pi ! ' hs; qi if and only if p 2 Pos(t) and either 1. root(tj p ) = f nil , s = t and p = q:i for some i; or 2. tj p = f i:L (t 1 ; : : :; t k ) with i > 0, s = t f L (t 1 ; : : :; t k )] p and q = p:i; or 3. tj p = f 0:L (t 1 ; : : :; t k ), erase(tj p ) is not a redex, s = t f L (t 1 ; : : :; t k )] p , q = p; or 4. tj p = f 0:L (t 1 ; : : :; t k ) = (l 0 ), erase(l 0 ) = l, s = t ('(r))] p for some l ! r 2 R and substitution , q = p.
We write e 2 L to denote that item e appears somewhere within the list L. Given a E-strategy map ' for F, we de ne ' 2 M F as follows: for all f 2 F, ' (f) = fi 6 = 0 j i 2 '(f)g. We will drop superscript ' if no confusion arises.
Example 2. The TRS R:
together with the replacement map (s) = (:) = (from) = f1g and (sel) = (first) = f1; 2g: . Semantics of OBJ programs under a given E-strategy map ' is given by means of a mapping eval ' (from terms to their sets of`computed values'). Nakamura and Ogata describe eval ' for positive E-strategy maps by using the reduction relation ! ' NO01]: given a TRS R = (F; R) and a positive E-strategy map ' for F, eval ' : T (F; X) ! P(T (F; X)) is de ned as eval ' (t) = ferase(s) 2 T (F; X) j h'(t); i ! ! ' hs; ig. Given an OBJ program P, we consider the corresponding TRS R which consists of the set of rewriting rules in P and the replacement map ' associated to the E-strategy map '. A TRS R is '-terminating if, for all t 2 T (F; X), there is no in nite ! ' -rewrite sequence starting from h'(t); i. According to this, we can say that an OBJ program P is terminating if, the corresponding TRS R is '-terminating. 5 Correctness and completeness A rewriting semantics for a TRS R = (F; R) is a mapping S : T (F; X) ! P(T (F; X)) such that, for all t 2 T (F; X) and s 2 S(t), t ! R s Luc01c]. Users of rewriting-based engines (e.g., OBJ programmers) are usually interested in computing normal forms. Thus, regarding such normal forms semantics (nf in Luc01c]), we say that a di erent rewriting semantics (e.g., the one described by eval ' ) is: correct if it only returns normal forms (e.g., eval ' (t) nf(t) for all t 2 T (F; X)), and complete if, whenever a term has a normal form, the semantics returns such a normal form (e.g., nf(t) eval ' (t) for all t 2 T (F; X)). Theorem 4 is very easy to use in sorted signatures (as in OBJ programs), since, given a term t (of sort ), we are able to establish the set of constructors B C which should be considered (namely, the constructor symbols of sort ).
Unfortunately, Theorem 4 does not directly apply to OBJ computations, as they must obey the order of evaluation expressed by the strategy annotations. However, we have the following. Note that cons(0,first(0,from(s(0)))) is not a normal form. Nevertheless, the strategy annotations can be xed in such a way that E-normal forms are ensured to be normal forms, which guarantees correctness of OBJ computations:
1. Nagaya shows that if '(f) contains all indices 0; 1; : : :; ar(f) for each symbol f 2 F, and '(f) ends in 0 for de ned symbols f 2 D, then eval ' (t) NF R for every term t (Theorem 6.1.12 in Nag99]). 2. Nakamura and Ogata show that normal forms can be obtained in OBJ's computations as follows: given a strategy map ' ensuring that terms in eval ' (t) are head-normal forms (for all t 2 T (F; X)), any ' 0 given by ' 0 (f) = '(f)++(i 1 i n ) for all symbol f 2 F (wherè ++' appends two lists, and fi 1 ; : : :; i n g = f1; : : :; ar(f)g ? ' (f)) ensures that terms in eval ' 0 (t) are normal forms (Theorem 3.2 in NO01]). For instance, ' as given in Example 1 is head-normalizing (this follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that -normal forms of a left-linear TRS R are head-normal forms whenever 2 CM R , see Theorem 8 in Luc98a]). Moreover, since the OBJ program of Example 1 is '-terminating, eval ' (t) is not empty for any term t. Thus, the evaluation of every term t yields a head-normal form of t (i.e., ' is correct regarding the head-normalization semantics). Unfortunately when using ' 0 instead of ', we are not able to compute (head-)normal forms anymore: the headnormalizing behavior of ' gets lost. The problem is that the evaluation of t, i.e., the evaluation of '(t) = first (1 2 0) (s (1) (0 nil ), from (1 0) (0 nil )) using ! ' does not terminates (we underline the redex contracted at each step):
Using the OBJ3 interpreter (as above), this nonterminating sequence shows as a`stack over ow'.
Thus, the '-termination of R (see Example 3) does not ensure ' 0 -normalization as the previous results by Nagaya, and Nakamura-Ogata may suggest. Moreover, eval ' was able to obtain head-normal forms that eval ' 0 does not obtain (compare the evaluation of t in Examples 4 and 5). Example 5 also shows that requiring '-termination in Theorem 5 is essential for ensuring correct and complete evaluations (note that R and ' 0 in Example 5 ful ll all requirements in Theorem 5, except for ' 0 -termination). In the following section, we propose a solution to (partially) overcome this problem which is based on program transformation.
Program transformations for complete evaluations
The discussion and examples in the previous section show that we need to isolate the replacement restrictions which are needed to achieve the head-evaluation of a term t from the restrictions which are needed to get them within a constructor context C ] 2 T (B f2g; X) for some B C. Below the outermost de ned symbols, reductions should be performed only up to head-evaluation. The key idea for the transformation is to introduce a set B (c) ). In practice, we only need (and want) to x the sort of input expressions we want to evaluate for obtaining thè interesting' constructor terms in T (B; X). Assume that (as usual in OBJ programs) symbols f 2 F are sorted by: f : 1 : : : k ! . The sort of f is sort(f) = . Sorts of arguments of f are gathered in sortarg(f) = f 1 ; : : :; k g. Variables x 2 X also have a sort, sort(x). We also assume that all terms are well sorted everywhere. The sort of a term t is the sort of its outermost symbol. Given a sort , let C C be the set of constructor symbols that can be found in constructor terms of sort . For instance, C Nat = f0; sg and C LNat = f0; s; ]; :g.
The renaming of constructor symbols c 2 C into new constructor symbols c Thus, no`unexpected' value can be obtained when evaluating t 2 T (F; X) of sort as unquote (quote (t)). Moreover, no computed value obtained by using ' and R gets lost with Emap (') and E (R).
Theorem 7. Let R = (F; R) = (C ] D; R) be a TRS. Let ' be a positive E-strategy map such that for all f 2 D, '(f) ends in 0. Let t 2 T (F; X) be such that sort(t) = and 2 T (C). Let eq from(X) = cons(X,from(s(X))) . eq quote(0) = 0' . eq quote'(cons(X,Z)) = cons'(quote(X),quote'(Z)) . eq quote'(nil) = nil' . eq quote(s(X)) = s'(quote(X)) . eq unquote(0') = 0 . eq unquote(s'(X)) = s(unquote(X)) . eq unquote'(nil') = nil . eq unquote'(cons'(X,Z)) = fcons(unquote(X),unquote'(Z)) . eq fcons(X,Z) = cons(X,Z) . endo is the transformed version of the OBJ program of Example 1. Now, the evaluation of term unquote'(quote'(first(s(0),from(0)))) yields: ========================================== obj EXAMPLE-STR ========================================== reduce in EXAMPLE-STR : unquote'(quote'(first(s(0),from(0)))) rewrites: 11 result LNat: cons(0,nil) Note the di erence between`unquoting' rules for symbols s' and cons'. The unquoting of cons' is indirect; the obvious short-cut: unquote(cons'(X,Z)) = cons(unquote(X),unquote'(Z)) in the program of Example 6 does not work: the reason is that after applying this rule, the second argument of cons remains non-replacing. For instance, in contrast to Example 6, the evaluation of unquote'(quote'(first(s(0),from(0)))) would yield
This is solved by introducing the intermediate de ned symbol fcons which rst evaluate its arguments (thus performing the renaming) and then reduces to cons. In this sense, it is also crucial the explicit annotation (1 2 0) for symbol fcons; otherwise, the interpreter could associate a default strategy which does not permit the renamings (for instance, OBJ3 associates the strategy (0 1 2 0) to fcons; with this default annotation, we would also obtain cons(0,unquote'(nil')) instead of the desired value).
Unfortunately, the previous transformation does not preserve termination of the original program. This is in contrast to the terminating evaluation (w.r.t. the program of Example 1) showed in Example 3.
Preserving completeness and termination
Example 7 shows that the annotation ' 0 (quote ) = (1 0) may cause non-termination. We can try to avoid this problem by restricting the E-strategy for quote to (0). In this case, however, we need to add new rules for enabling the evaluation in some alternative way. In Luc97] we have introduced a program transformation which is able to achieve a similar e ect. In the following, by an outermost (occurrence of a) de ned symbol in a term t, we mean a de ned symbol which only has constructor symbols above it in t. Now, the new constructors are introduced in computations by the contraction of redexes of outermost de ned symbols f. Thus, we add new de ned symbols f 0 which will show up when these outermost de ned f symbols emerge, and new rules for de ning these symbols. The new rules f For example, in the evaluation of t = first(s(0),from(0)) in Example 4, the symbol from does not emerge as outermost: roughly speaking, the only possibility is that either the righthand side of a rule de ning first contains a variable of sort LNat having only constructor symbols above, or that from is outermost in some right-hand side. This does not happen in our example. Thus, we do not need the rule which would introduce non-termination since, now, (:') = f1; 2g. Indeed, this rule does not add computational power to the transformation. For this reason, we perform a more accurate analysis of the required additional rules.
The following notations are auxiliary Luc97]: Given a term t 2 T (F; X), { CVar(t) = fx 2 Var(t) j 9p 2 Pos(t); tj p = x^8 q < p; root(tj q ) 2 Cg is the set of constructor variables of t, i.e., variables of t having a maximal proper pre x which only points to constructor symbols. We also use C = fc 2 C j sort(c) = g. { The set of possible sorts for symbols arising by instantiation of a constructor variable x is CVSort(sort(x)) where, given a sort , { Vouter(t) = S x2CVar(t) ff 2 D j sort(f) 2 CVSort(sort(x))g are the de ned symbols which can root the subterms introduced in t by instantiation of constructor variables of t (that is, which emerge as outermost in t after instantiation). The set ev f (F; X) of terms is given as follows: (1) X ev f (F; X), (2) Quote and Unquote are as above.
The transformation introduces rules to deal with the di erent symbols that we consider, accordingly to the informal description above. Given an E-strategy map ', we de ne the new E-strategy map ' eq from(X) = cons(X,from(s(X))) . eq sel'(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = sel'(X,Z) . eq sel'(0,cons(X,Z)) = quote(X) . eq first'(0,Z) = nil' . eq first'(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = cons'(quote(Y),first'(X,Z)) . eq quote(0) = 0' . eq quote'(cons(X,Z)) = cons'(quote(X),quote'(Z)) . eq quote'(nil) = nil' . eq quote(s(X)) = s'(quote(X)) . eq quote(sel(X,Z)) = sel'(X,Z) . eq quote'(first(X,Z)) = first'(X,Z) . eq unquote(0') = 0 . eq unquote(s'(X)) = s(unquote(X)) . eq unquote'(nil') = nil . eq unquote'(cons'(X,Z)) = fcons(unquote(X),unquote'(Z)) . eq fcons(X,Z) = cons(X,Z) . endo is the (de nitive) transformed version of the OBJ program of Example 1. Now, the evaluation of unquote'(quote'(first(s(0),from(0)))) yields: ========================================== obj EXAMPLE-TR ========================================== reduce in EXAMPLE-TR : unquote'(quote'(first(s(0),from(0)))) rewrites: 10 result LNat: cons(0,nil)
For our running example, we can even guarantee that no in nite evaluation sequence is possible, i.e., the OBJ program of Example 12 is terminating. This can be done by using the contextsensitive recursive path ordering of BLR02].
Example 13. Consider again the evaluation of the non-terminating expression from(0) using the program of Example 12. Now, we obtain: ========================================== obj EXAMPLE-TR ========================================== reduce in EXAMPLE-TR : unquote'(quote'(from(0))) rewrites: 0 result LNat: unquote'(quote'(from(0)))
Conclusions and Related work
We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
{ We rst clarify our notion of correct and complete computations with (positive) strategy annotations. Not existing a standard, commonly accepted terminology, current de nitions are rather misleading and we think this may cause an erroneous understanding of known results in the eld (e.g., compare the mix of di erent conceits for the notion of correctness/completeness in NF01,NO01,Pol01]). { We demonstrate that previously known approaches for computing normal forms with (nonterminating) OBJ programs using positive strategy annotations (e.g., Nakamura and Ogata's technique of`completing' head-normalizing E-strategy maps ' for obtaining a normalizing one ' 0 ) are not completely satisfactory in practice: they do ensure correctness (that is, that computed E-normal forms are normal forms) but the desired termination do not. Hence, the proposed metodology fails to achieve the pursued semantics of normal forms (thus giving no actual opportunity for correctness).
{ We ascertain the conditions (on ') ensuring that OBJ programs using (positive) strategy annotations do compute the value of any given expression (Theorem 5). As shown in Example 5, termination of the program (under ') is essential for achieving correct (and complete) computations.
{ Theorem 5 requires that all arguments of constructor symbols are replacing. This may inccur in unnecessary nontermination. Thus, we have formalized a transformation which is able to achieve (correct and) complete computations without worsing the termination behavior. Our technique di ers from Nakamura and Ogata's (or Nagaya's) approach: we only relax the replacement restrictions associated to the (constructor) symbols after a thorough analysis of their role in the computation. The only work addressing completeness of the E-strategy (w.r.t. normalization) is Nagaya's thesis (although completeness is called`normalizability' in Nagaya's terminology). Nagaya establishes conditions (on the TRS and the E-strategy ') ensuring that ' is normalizing, i.e., it is able to compute a normal form of a term whenever it exists Nag99]. However, these results only apply to a rather restricted subclass of orthogonal TRSs. In this paper, we have focused on the functional evaluation semantics, i.e., computations leading to constructor terms or values. We are able to deal with more general programs (represented by left-linear and con uent TRSs); as a counterpart, the termination of the program must be proved either before or after transforming it for ensuring correctness and completeness (regarding functional evaluation). In CSR, normal forms of a term t can be obtained by successively computing its -normal forms s, and continuing the evaluation of t by (recursively) normalizing the maximal non-replacing subterms of s (normalization via -normalization Luc02a, Luc02b] ). This works for replacement maps which are less restrictive than the canonical replacement map can R . In OBJ programs, we could proceed in a similar way provided that E-normal forms are -normal forms. Unfortunately, we would need a`meta-operation' that uses eval ' to obtain partially evaluated results (i.e., Enormal forms) and then`jumps' into the non-replacing parts of them in order to obtain normal forms. Of course, this procedure is not be directly available in current OBJ implementations. The possibility of achieving a similar e ect by using program transformation is a subject of future work.
A Appendix Proofs of Section 5
Theorem 5 Let R = (F; R) = (C ] D; R) be a left-linear, con uent TRS and B C. Let Theorem 8 Let R = (F; R) = (C ] D; R) be a left-linear, con uent TRS. Let ' be a positive E-strategy map such that for all f 2 D, '(f) ends in 0, ' 2 CM R , and R is '-terminating. Let t 2 T (F; X) be such that sort(t) = and 2 T (C). Let ' (t), then 2 eval ' 0 (unquote sort(t) (quote sort(t) (t))).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 9.
Theorem 11 Let R = (F; R) = (C ] D; R) be a left-linear, con uent TRS. Let ' be a positive E-strategy map such that for all f 2 D, '(f) ends in 0, ' 2 CM R , and R is '-terminating. Let f 2 D, t 2 ev f (F; X), and 2 T (C). Let R 0 = V f (R) and ' 0 = Emap f ('). If t ! R , then 2 eval ' 0 (unquote sort(t) (quote sort(t) (t))).
Proof. (Sketch) We proceed by induction on the structure of terms in ev f (F; X) (again, we use Lemma 2). For the base case, we consider terms t 2 T (F; X) such that root(t) 2 D f R (if t 2 X, it is immediate). Let t = g(t) for g 2 F f R . Now we proceed by induction on . 
